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TOM BIHN announces New iPad Travel Bag
Published on 04/14/10
Seattle based TOM BIHN has announced the Co-Pilot personal carry-on travel bag, sized
specifically for travel essentials, including your iPad. The Co-Pilot is a small, carry-on
sized travel bag sized to fit the essentials, the items that you want close at hand and
easily accessible during your flight. The iPad will fit in its Apple case or in its Apple
case within the TOM BIHN Cache for iPad sleeve inside of the main compartment of the
Co-Pilot.
Seattle, WA - TOM BIHN, a designer, manufacturer, and retailer of laptop and travel bags
has announced the Co-Pilot personal carry-on travel bag - sized specifically for travel
essentials, including your iPad. The Co-Pilot is a small, carry-on sized travel bag sized
to fit the essentials - the items that you want close at hand and easily accessible during
your flight.
The iPad will fit in its Apple case or in its Apple case within the TOM BIHN Cache for
iPad sleeve inside of the main compartment of the Co-Pilot. The Co-Pilot is designed to be
used on its own or as a compliment to the TOM BIHN Aeronaut, Tri-Star, or Western Flyer
carry-on travel bags.
Features of the Co-Pilot include:
* Made of 1050d U.S. ballistic nylon/Japanese Dyneema/nylon rip-stop fabric
* YKK splash-proof zippers
* Ultrasuede-lined iPhone pocket
* Includes a comfortable Standard Shoulder Strap
* Made in the TOM BIHN Factory in Seattle, Washington
* Water bottle pocket
* Multiple pen/organizational pockets
The Co-Pilot is featured in a new video highlighting the production process at the TOM
BIHN Factory in Seattle, Washington. (Links to video below, including a high-resolution
version sized for viewing on the iPad.)
Pricing and Availability:
The Co-Pilot is $110. Available for pre-order exclusively through their website; ships
worldwide by mid-June. In addition to the Co-Pilot, TOM BIHN bags for the iPad include the
Ristretto for iPad - a vertical messenger bag with a built-in padded compartment for the
iPad - and the Cache for iPad, a soft, protective sleeve designed to protect the iPad
against scrapes and scratches.
TOM BIHN:
http://www.tombihn.com
The Co-Pilot:
http://www.tombihn.com/page/001/PROD/TBP/TB0967
Video of TOM BIHN Seattle Factory (iPad version):
http://www.youtube.com/tombihn#p/u/0/GviERUQP4zc
Video of TOM BIHN Seattle Factory (all devices):
http://www.youtube.com/tombihn#p/u/1/3i4D-fX1i6k
Image of the Co-Pilot:
http://www.tombihn.com/copilot1.jpg
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Image of the Co-Pilot with the iPad:
http://www.tombihn.com/copilot18.jpg

TOM BIHN has been designing and creating bags for over 30 years. The TOM BIHN Inc.
headquarters and factory are located in Seattle, Washington, where the company is
dedicated to creating quality products and quality jobs. The public is welcome to visit
the TOM BIHN Seattle Factory Showroom and Retail Store and see where the bags are made.
TOM BIHN products are available for order and worldwide shipping at the company's website.
Copyright (C) 2010 TOM BIHN. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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